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Abstract
Advances in experimental techniques are providing access to structures of ever more complex and larger macromolecular
systems. Web-browser based visualization and analysis of macromolecular structures and associated data represents a crucial
step in gaining knowledge from these data. A common library and a set of tools for working with such macromolecular data
sets would streamline this step. We present a project called Mol* (/’mol-star/) whose goal is to provide a common library and
a set of tools for macromolecular data visualization and analysis. The project includes modules for data storage, in-memory
representation, query language, UI state management, and visualization; and tools for efficient data access.
CCS Concepts
•Computing methodologies → Rendering; Graphics systems and interfaces; •Applied computing → Bioinformatics;

1. Introduction
Experimental methods to determine three-dimensional (3D) structures of biomolecules are being continuously improved and produce molecular complexes from models of different resolutions
that span multiple scales and can be dynamic over the course
of an experiment. By combining data from complementary experimental techniques (e.g., X-ray, NMR, 3DEM, SAS, chemical crosslinking) or integrative/hybrid methods (I/HM), 3D structural models of large macromolecular systems can be determined
[BKM∗ 17, SBS∗ 15]. Such models include large macromolecular
machines, dynamic assemblies, or genome architecture. Access, visualization and analysis of these structures is a central part of structural biology and structural bioinformatics. However, as macromolecular data sets grow ever more complex and larger, it becomes
challenging to create software tools to access, visualize and manipulate them. The web platform, both mobile and desktop, is becoming an increasingly popular and important tool for performing these
tasks.
Embracing recent advances in web browser technology provides
the means for creating scalable molecular graphics and analysis
tools with near-instant access to any available data. Web-based
tools are platform-independent and require little or no local software installation, which makes them available to virtually everyone in both the scientific and non-scientific community, reaching
an audience larger than ever before. Moreover, these technologies
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(most notably JavaScript, HTML, and WebGL) and their surrounding ecosystem (including NPM, Node.js, TypeScript, GitHub) offer
good support for the development of modular libraries/components.
Taken together, the web provides a unique opportunity to develop
a common library and a set of tools for accessing, analyzing, and
visualizing macromolecular data.
Here we introduce Mol* (/’mol-star/ ), an open source project
supported/maintained by RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB) [Ber00]
and Protein Data Bank in Europe (PDBe) [MAA∗ 18] with the goal
of developing a common library and tools for web-based molecular
graphics and analyses. The project includes modules for data storage, in-memory representation, a query language, UI state management, visualization, and tools for efficient data access. In developing Mol* as a collection of interoperable modules, we are creating
an ecosystem that will support community contributions at all levels of the framework. Building on a common library can help contributors focus on innovative visualization and algorithms. It can
offer visualization researchers and algorithm developers a means
to make their research more widely available and used in practice.
Furthermore, collaborative development can also help with anticipating and keeping up with developments in structural biology and
related fields by pooling/sharing resources.
The purpose of Mol* is to enable web-based molecular visualization and analyses by providing a common library for quickly
and efficiently building tools and services for the structural biol-
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ogy/bioinformatics community. Examples include showing experimental/validation related data for macromolecular models; displaying various annotations for macromolecular models providing biological context, including SCOP, PFAM, UniProt; the creation of
visually interesting, engaging and interactive educational material;
or visualizing results from structural bioinformatics or computer
aided drug design algorithms.

PyMol, VMD, or Jmol into MolQL to enable backwards compatibility. The language runtime can be implemented in various
programming languages, as MolQL only defines what queries
should be available and what the results should look like. More
information about MolQL, its initial specification and reference
implementation are available at github.com/MolQL.

2. Mol* Overview

Common state description The state description of the viewer is
abstracted into a DSL as well. The advantage of this approach
is that the state description could be more easily parsed by other
software (including desktop applications). This language could
also have the potential to evolve into a standard for describing
visualizations in publications. As with MolQL, we hope that the
language will be implemented in other programming languages.
We want to investigate the possibility of interpreting PyMOL,
Jmol, VMD, etc. scripts to describe application state.

Successful web applications require the right tradeoff between network bandwidth/latency and client-side computations. This need is
especially relevant to molecular visualizations and analyses as being data heavy and/or computation heavy. Mwalongo et al. describe
four criteria to classify web-based visualization tools [MKRE16].
These are:

Data access tools Modern experimental and computation methods
produce large amounts of data and it is often not feasible to transfer all this data at the same time due to bandwidth/memory constraints. To overcome these limitations we want to implement
possible solutions, including sending subsets of the data, downsampled data, introducing new/better compression methods.

The project builds on the code and knowledge the authors gained
from developing web-based molecular viewers, analysis tools and
compressed file formats, including the LiteMol Suite [SDV∗ 17],
the NGL Viewer [RH15, RBV∗ 16], PatternQuery [SPS∗ 15], and
MMTF [BRP∗ 17, VBR∗ 17]. Mol* is developed as an open source
project and hosted on GitHub (github.com/mol-star).

•
•
•
•

Infrastructure (web service, grid-based, cloud-based, local).
Data transfer (full, progressive, simplified).
Rendering techniques (volume, raycasting, triangle mesh).
Optimization targets (latency, bandwidth, rendering).

Ability to share code between client and server Some analyses
can be run directly in the web browser and utilize the computational power of the user’s computer. More demanding computations can be executed on the server.

The goal of Mol* is to provide a framework that spans the server
and the client so that computations can be performed using the
same library on the server and the client depending on the optimization target.

Modularity Different libraries/modules/tools of Mol* should be
usable separately. This ensures that Mol* could be partially integrated into existing projects.

2.1. Core Concepts

High performance A high emphasis will be put on the performance of individual modules.

The core philosophy of Mol* is to provide means for high degree
of interoperability with existing and future solutions. This is mainly
achieved by: 1) supporting existing file formats (and extending on
them where appropriate or required, e.g., mmCIF and BinaryCIF),
and, 2) instead of creating a scripting language that would operate
only within the Mol* ecosystem (similar to PyMOL or Jmol approach), defining a set of open domain specific languages (DSL)
which Mol* only provides a reference implementation for. The basic concepts that expand on this idea are outlined below.
Common data/exchange formats A small set of data formats/layouts is used for all data exchange within Mol*. The
BinaryCIF data format is utilized heavily. BinaryCIF is a binary encoding of the text based mmCIF that maintains the versatility and data layout of PDBx/mmCIF [WF09], while providing the compression ratios of MMTF [BRP∗ 17]. The initial specification of the BinaryCIF data format is available at
github.com/dsehnal/BinaryCIF.
Common query language To provide a common description of a
wide range of structural queries the query language is abstracted
into a domain specific language (DSL) called MolQL. It is possible to transpile selection expressions used by programs such

2.2. Project Structure
The project structure is separated into three main parts: 1) core
modules, 2) data access tools, and 3) application modules; all are
described below.
2.2.1. Core Modules
The core modules of Mol* provide basic data structures and algorithms that more complex applications can build upon.
Mol-data A set of common data structures for representing and accessing generic collections, tables, graphs and basic algorithms
that use them.
Mol-io The parser and writer module for common molecular
file/data formats. It additionally provides schemas (i.e. data layout descriptions) and helper methods to consume data from webservices (provided for example in JSON or CSV format). It also
includes extensive support for the CIF and BinaryCIF formats.
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Mol-math A collection of useful math and geometry related methods and algorithms, including basic linear algebra methods and
more advanced algorithms like Delaunay triangulation.
Mol-model Data structures for representing molecular data, including atomic models, multi-scale I/HM models and volumetric data. It also includes efficient representations for trajectories,
crystallographic and biological assemblies, and symmetries.
Mol-geometry Functionality to generate geometry for various visual representations of molecular data. Both LiteMol Viewer
(litemol.org) and NGL Viewer (nglviewer.org) already support
the creation and rendering of many representations including
molecular surfaces (see Figure 1). Support for serialization of
the data using CIF/BinaryCIF.
MolQL An implementation of the MolQL language specification.
It includes transpilers with the ability to compile and execute
selection expressions supported by PyMOL, VMD, or Jmol. An
example of the expressiveness of MolQL can be found in Figure
2 which shows all clusters of alanine and lysine residues.

Figure 2: MolQL Explorer window showing all pairs of ALA
and LYS residues that are between 2 and 5 angstroms apart.
The corresponding MolQL expression is (sel.atom.distcluster :matrix [[0 5] [2 0]] :selections
[ (sel.atom.res (= atom.resname LYS))
(sel.atom.res (= atom.resname ALA))]).
See
molql.org for more examples.

github.com/arose/mdsrv provides a basic implementation of this
[TGGHR17]), and the ability to specify the shape/contents of the
response using a GraphQL-like language [Fac18]. The CoordinateServer available at github.com/dsehnal/CoordinateServer is
a partial implementation of this concept [SDV∗ 17] (see Figure
3).
Figure 1: Various molecular representations available in the NGL
Viewer. From left to right: Tube and rope representations of a trimer
of transmembrane helices; glowing particle effect around the chromophore in a green fluorescent protein (PDB entry 1GFL); electrostatic potential mapped on a molecular surface of rhodopsin
(PDB entry 3PQR); HyperBalls [CVT∗ 11] representation of an
adrenaline molecule; two volume slices of the X-ray electron density of a rhodopsin structure (PDB entry 3PQR).

VolumeServer The VolumeServer provides access to volumetric
data including density maps (for instance, from X-ray crystallography or cryo-electron microscopy experiments), spatial distribution data, output from electrostatic calculations, and high
resolution light microscopy data. It works by utilizing adaptive
downsampling (similar to how Google Earth works). The DensityServer available at github.com/dsehnal/DensityServer is an
implementation of this concept and provides access to density
maps from X-ray crystallography and cryo-electron microscopy
experiments (see Figure 3).

2.2.2. Data Access Tools
The philosophy of Mol* data access tools is that they can integrate/take advantage of the existing infrastructure where appropriate (e.g. “use ‘text based’ search to determine which structures
to perform structural queries on using the ModelServer”). The response format of choice for the tools is JSON or CIF for smaller
payloads and BinaryCIF for larger datasets.
ModelServer The ModelServer provides access to molecular 1D,
2D, and 3D (sub-)structure models of molecules. Sub-structures
are described by the MolQL language. It has the ability to include additional data to mmCIF “on the fly”, e.g. integrate primary PDB archival data from Chemical Component Dictionary
(CCD, [WSF∗ 15]), Protonation Variants Companion Dictionary (PVCD, [WSF∗ 15]) and Biologically Interesting molecule
Reference Dictionary (BIRD, [Ban18]). The server will include the support for trajectory data (i.e., the ability to directly access a specified range/sampling of snapshots; MDsrv at
c 2018 The Author(s)
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AnnotationServer The AnnotationServer provides common data
layout (derived from the mmCIF schema when possible) for various annotations that are relatable/mappable to molecular structures. It allows to aggregate multiple annotations and includes
3rd party annotations and an API for user-generated annotations.
The server also allows to query annotations using MolQL, for
example, “provide annotations relevant only for the specified
atomic set”, or “give me all atomic sets with the given annotation”.
GeometryServer The GeometryServer allows streaming geometry related data by providing an interface for the Mol-geometry
library.
ToolServer The ToolServer provides an API for unified access to
various tools that provide data for web-based visualization. Possible applications are, for example, controlling modeling soft-
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ware from a web-based viewer and stream the results on the fly
or enabling access to different macromolecular/chemical simulation tools from a unified web-based user interface.

it does not include a low-level library to build these components
from.
The scientific and visualization communities in general are turning towards the web platform to enable on-demand interactive representations of the data. For example, the CesiumJS open source
project offers a geospatial 3D mapping platform for creating virtual
globes and visualizing visualizing dynamic data (cesiumjs.org). Alternatively, the Galaxy is an open source, web-based platform for
data intensive biomedical research [ABvdB∗ 16] (usegalaxy.org). It
includes web-based visualization components that offer access to
genomic data and analyses.
4. Conclusion and Outlook

Figure 3: Zika virus assembly and Cryo-EM data. Shows the
Zika virus (PDB id 5IRE; assembly 1), including the underlying Cryo-EM data (EMD-8116) in LiteMol Viewer using the
CoordinateServer and DensityServer. The data required for the
transfer using the data delivery services is 1.03MB vs. 1620MB
when downloading the raw data. Interactive version available at
v.litemol.org/?example=zika-cryo-em.

2.2.3. Application Modules
The user interface (UI) and user experience (UX) are an integral
part of any web application. The goal of the Mol* project is not to
solve UI/UX for all web-based applications dealing with molecular
data. However, to help with designing good UI/UX several modules
are provided:
Mol-task A module for abstracting computation trees which are
built from tasks an application wants to perform. It includes
built-in progress tracking and cancellation support which are essential for building responsive applications and providing a user
friendly experience.
Mol-state A module for managing the state of an application over
time as a graph. It includes native support for state saving and the
ability to export the state as a set of DSL expressions. This will
help backwards compatibility and interoperability with other
tools, including desktop software.

We introduced Mol* and provided a high-level description of its
modules. The initial prototype of Mol* and the working prototype
of MolQL (available online for testing, molql.org) show the feasibility of creating and working with such a highly modular library.
Moreover, the BinaryCIF format and two data delivery services,
the CoordinateServer and the DensityServer (as components of the
LiteMol Suite available at litemol.org; see Figure 3), are already
in production use at PDBe (pdbe.org). The DensityServer and BinaryCIF is also supported in Jmol [Han10]. Likewise, the MMTF
format and the NGL Viewer are in production use at RCSB PDB
(rcsb.org).
By providing the means for mapping various data sources (for
example RESTful services provided by wwPDB members) Mol*
leverages/integrates existing scientific data and makes it easier to
visualize and analyze molecular structures in the context of existing
annotations.
To create a stable foundation for long term success, Mol* builds
on proven technologies including mmCIF for an expressive molecular data model [WF09], TypeScript for the development of large
(web) applications [Mic18], WebGL for hardware accelerated 3D
rendering [Khr18] and the standards of the open web platform in
general [Wor18].
5. Availability
Mol* is available under the MIT license, a permissive Open Source
license, to facilitate code sharing and collaboration. The code is
available on GitHub at github.com/mol-star.
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